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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Introduce selfThe goal today is a quick update on the MCEA and key issues we’ve seen in the past year. I’m filling in for Paul Knowles - our resident MCEA expert - who decided this was a good time to go on vacation. I’m a poor substitute but together we’ll manage to get through this material.Our assumption today is that you are familiar with the basics of the MCEA and the related process document issued by the province. If not, you’ll be lost. The MEA has terrific training and resources available that we’ll talk about. We don’t have the time to get into the details of all the recent changes – refer to the noted training.



1. Proper Classification and Reporting of MCEA 
Projects

2. Interpreting and Administering the MCEA
3. MCEA Supplementary Information

Topics for Today
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our key topics today will be…..



From More Homes, More Choice Act 2019 written into 
the new MCEA process:

• Schedule A and A+ projects are now Exempt
• MEA still maintains A/A+ names for ease of reference and 

as best practice distinction re public communication
• No Notice of Commencement or Completion
• “Public Notice” does not apply
• Cannot be elevated to Schedule B/C
• No Section 16 Order permitted

Proper Classification and 
Reporting of MCEA Projects
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We’re seeing some confusion or misunderstanding on the classification of EA’s,With the enactment of the More Homes, More Choice Act 2019, Schedule A and A+ projects are now exempt from the EA Act and therefore not included in the formal MCEA – don’t exist to the Ministry. However, MEA maintains these Schedule descriptions and recommends differentiation to help practitioner. Schedule A projects are limited in scale, have minimal adverse environmental effects and include various maintenance and operational activities.  These projects are exempt from the requirements of the EA Act. Schedule A+ projects are limited in scale and have minimal adverse environmental effects on the natural environment and matters of provincial importance.  These projects include rehabilitation works and may be of interest to the local community.  These projects are exempt from the requirements of the EA Act and may proceed to implementation without following the MCEA process.Important Takeaway – Schedule A and A+ projects are specifically exempted from the EA Act and cannot be elevated to the Schedule B or C process. 



 Schedule B   Schedule C

 Schedule C   Comprehensive

 Exempt   EA-like process 

Types of Projects - Schedules

Increased Level of Complexity

Elevate

Elevate

Exempt
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Since municipal infrastructure projects vary in their potential for environmental effects, projects have been classified into one of several groups or schedules in the MCEA. We’re all familiar with the old project schedule that follows increasing levels of complexity. The classification is provided in Appendix 1 of the MCEA document. Read it carefully, and when you’re done, read it again.Projects and activities are intended to be categorized based on the magnitude of their anticipated environmental impact. In specific cases, however, a project may have a greater environmental impact than indicated by the Schedule. For Schedule B projects, the proponent may, at their discretion, decide to carry out the process for a Schedule C project. For Schedule C projects, the proponent may decide to carry out an individual EA. Proponents of Exempt projects are not permitted to formally elevate it to a Sch B but may decide to carry out an EA-like process outside ** Recall A and A+ projects are Exempt from the MCEA Process.



Reporting MCEA Projects

• Report all Schedule B and C projects
• Report projects which followed Archeological and Collector 

Road Screening Processes to become Exempt
• 18 project types eligible for screening
• Have documentation available to demonstrate 

screening
• All other projects are Exempt

• Do Not Report
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All Schedule B and C must be reported to the Ministry.There are 18 project types that designated Schedule B but can be screened to Exempt. If the project complies with the Archeological or Collector Road Screening Process as laid out in the table, it becomes Exempt but must be reported to the Ministry as an Exempted project under the screening process. This will then be tracked in MECP’s data base.  Make sure to have documentation available in the project file.All other projects are designated exempt and are not to be reported.



Project 
Type

Number of 
Projects 2021

Number of 
Projects 

2022

Number of 
Projects 

2023

Number of Notices 
or Orders 2023

Roads Schedule A+ 8 6 7 None

Schedule B 36 33 37 None

Schedule C 61 25 44 None

Master Plan 18 9 36 None

Addendum

1

W/WW Schedule A+ 2 2 None

Schedule B 50 60 70 None

Schedule C 6 18 26 None

Master Plan 26 26 22 None

Addendum 1

Total 177 179 244 None

Review of Project Titles
MECP Spreadsheet of Active MCEA Projects
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This is a table prepared by the MEA based on a review of EA project titles and schedules provided to the Ministry plus some website research and calls to proponents the MEA has done. There are some interesting takeaways.The number of EA’s has climbed from 177 in 2021 to 244 in 2023 with the biggest jumps in Road Master Plans and Sch B/C W/WW projects. As an industry, this gives us an indication of work coming out in the next 5 years or so. No Notices of Orders by MECP during 2nd 30-day periodBut some projects are being Improperly Classified and/or ReportedA brief analysis seems to indicate that 27 projects were classified as Sch B that should have been Exempt.Schedule A+ projects should not be reported. Recall that Sch A+ projects are not MCEA recognized projects



Interpreting and Administering the MCEA

Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks is  
responsible for:
• Compliance and enforcement under the Environmental 

Assessment Act
• Amending/approving the MCEA document 
• Orders Related to the EA process

• Section 16 Order Request – private or Ministry initiated 
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The Ministry, MEA and the Proponent each have specific responsibilities when Interpreting and Administering the MCEAMinistry of Environment, Conservation and Parks has several roles - specifically responsible for……



Interpreting and Administering the MCEA

Project Proponent is responsible for:

www.MunicipalEngineers.on.ca

• Compliance with the MCEA and EA Act 
• Determining project schedule

• Subject to screening
• Can ask MEA, solicitor or MECP for 

advice
• Executing the MCEA
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• Requested to consult MEA on any 
interpretations or clarifications with the  
Ministry

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Project Proponents need to be aware of their responsibilities and constraints.  …. Speak to points….If a proponent encounters a situation where there are questions about the application or interpretation of the MCEA, please contact MEA. We have seen instances of inconsistent interpretation by Ministry staff. Therefore, it’s important that the MEA is involved. Individual project proponents (municipalities) are entitled to make use of the MCEA. However, as the overall proponent of the parent MCEA process, MEA needs to be involved with any discussions that involve unique application and/or new interpretations of the MCEA so that MEA can;Report on the use and/or new interpretations of the MCEA;Include the outcome of any discussion into training material;Represent the interests of all municipalities.



Interpreting and Administering the MCEA

Municipal Engineers Association is responsibility for:
• Monitoring the use and application of the MCEA

• Consistency of interpretation 

• Providing information and resources to Proponents
• Training / website / clarifications / etc. 

• Representing Municipalities to the Ministry as overall 
Proponent of the MCEA

• Advocacy
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MCEA Supplementary Information

MEA has developed wide range of resourcing to help 
proponents and practitioners navigate the MCEA available 
on MCEA dedicated website https://municipalclassea.ca/

1. Training
2. New User Guide
3. “Ask-an-expert” 
4. Clarification & Resourcing
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Put this website in your favourites.  Take some time to explore and poke around.Some I’d like to highlight. ….

https://municipalclassea.ca/


2023 MCEA Training Offering

MCEA 2023 Appendix 1 – Roads  May 12 2023
MCEA 2023 Appendix 1 – W/WW  May 15 2023
MCEA 2023 Appendix 1 – Transit  Oct 25, 2023
Heritage Bridge Checklist    May 16 2023
Archeology Screening Process (ASP) Oct 24, 2023
MCEA 2023 Part A     Oct 25, 2023
Intro to MCEA Workshop    Oct 17-19, 2023
Collector Road Screening Process  Oct 24, 2023
MCEA Annual Fall Update    Oct 24, 2023
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This is the training provided in 2023 that I’m sure many of you have attended. Since the MCEA was updated, we held an extraordinary amount of training. The 2024 training schedule hasn’t been set but we’ll have some specific MCEA training available. 



• New Municipal Class 
Environmental Assessment User 
Guide (Sept 23). 

• Annotates MCEA Document
• Provide with useful information, 

advice, and interpretation
• Purchase at: 

https://municipalengineers.on.ca/  
or https://municipalclassea.ca/

MCEA User Guide
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We’re proud to announce that after several years of work, we launched our new MCEA User Guide in September. This is going to be your “must-have” manual.The hard copy cost is $295 plus shipping. I want to add that this is at cost recovery for the MEA. The MEA has invested significantly in creating this user guide to help you navigate the sometimes-confusing language in the MCEA parent document issued by the province and provide clarification where the language is vague.  An on-line searchable digital version is being developed. We’ve copyrighted the document so please don’t copy.It can be found on the MCEA website. You need to be logged in to purchase – just follow the instructions. I figured it out.

https://municipalengineers.on.ca/
https://municipalclassea.ca/


• MEA offers a no-charge “Ask-an-
Expert” service to the municipal 
industry 

• Under the “Questions & 
Responses” tab on MCEA website

• 18 pages of past questions 
available

• Resident expert available through 
dedicated link 

MCEA Ask-an-Expert
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Paul Knowles, P.Eng. 
MEA - MCEA Advisor



Clarification & Resourcing

• On the MCEA Website, click the “Clarifications & 
Resources” tab for:

• YouTube links to selected webinars
• Copies of selected presentations
• Multitude of links to various topics
• And more….
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Too many to list here



QUESTIONS
www.municipalclassea.ca

Paul Knowles, P.Eng
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Get the MEA’s new MCEA User GuideAnd remember, Ask an Expert is always available to you.

http://www.municipalclassea.ca/
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